
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of composer. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for composer

Manage project performance for their Platform, including resource utilisation,
project (and client) profitability, quality & customer experience, risk
management
Prioritise and manage the delivery of QA tasks for their Platform in line with
the applicable agile development methodologies for core and configuration
projects to ensure compliance with SDLC governance
Manage and review test estimation exercises and associated risk assessment
reviews for proposed projects for their Platform
Manage Testing & QA relationships with internal and external suppliers of
software for their Platform, defining and enforcing stage gates and standards
Drive continuous improvements to the testing processes and artefacts for
their Platform
Propose and implement technical solutions in testing and QA in line with
technology best practice, market demands and customer expectations
Use own technical knowledge and experience in the relevant area to provide
practical support to the team in the testing and QA of their Platform to
ensure they meet and/or exceeds customer expectations
Manage team performance to ensure work is delivered to the appropriate
quality standards, project management requirements, status reporting
expectations, and escalation processes
Engage and motivate the Testing and QA team for their Platform to sustain
high performance, including setting KPI’s/objectives, managing and reviewing
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opportunities for professional, technical and career development where
appropriate
Composing, recording, and performing musical scores and arrangements that
complement television shows, commercials, movies, theatre productions and
video games

Qualifications for composer

Experience in Python/GO, Java, JavaScript (Node) to develop application
logic & algorithms
Experience in building or using a REST API, Ability to define clear & concise
interfaces
Exposure to Data visualisation & UI technologies -- define a layout in Angular
/ React and ability to work with UI/UX experts
User Experience - Should have good understanding of how users of the
application want to work
Experience using version control systems like Git
Experience in Automated & Continuous Delivery, Ability to write /define unit
tests, automate build, Test, Run


